
 

We want to start off by acknowledging your commitment to your 
child’s education, after all – YOU are your child’s first teacher! 

There are lots of fun and educational activities in this packet that you and 
your child can complete at your own pace throughout these 8 weeks! Here 
are some tips to help you get the most out of these activities: 

1. Pick activities that you know your child will enjoy. Children learn best when 
they are interested in what they are doing. 

2. Don’t be afraid to get creative! If an activity calls for materials you don’t have, 
feel free to replace with recyclable materials laying around the home. 

3. Ask questions! Talking to your children during the activities about what they are 
enjoying will encourage them to use their words, think critically and will help them 
learn new vocabulary words. 

4. Have fun! Let your child guide you in the activities. Let them talk about the things 
that interest them and why. This encourages creativity and problem-solving skills.  

EARLY LEARNING COALITION OF PBC 

JOIN US FOR WEEK 7 … 



 

Language skills are essential to a child’s ability to communicate and develop. These 
skills enable children to engage with other people and learn from their surroundings 
and in the classroom. Language skills are about children learning the rules for 
putting words together in a way that will express their thoughts and feelings and 
understanding the meaning of both the written and spoken word. 

 

Your child… 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Special Thank You to this 
Information’s Source: 

  

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 

What to look for 

To encourage language 
development in your 

child: 



 

 

 

 
 

Provide your child with the opportunity to learn that written words 
are made up of letters that match the sounds in spoken words. 

Children can be taught to match the sounds with letters in an orderly 
and direct way. For example, the letter n matches the /n/ sound in nurse). 
 

Here are some activities to try: 
 Make letter-sounds and have your children write the letter or letters that match the 

sounds. 

 Play word games that connect sounds with syllables and words (for example, if the 
letters "p-e-n" spell pen, how do you spell hen?). 

 Write letters on cards. Hold up the cards one at a time and have your children say the 
sounds (for example, the /d/ sound for the letter d). 

 Teach your children to match the letters in their names with the sounds in their names. 

 Point out words that begin with the same letter as your children's names (for example, 
John and jump). Talk about how the beginning sounds of the words are alike. 

 Use alphabet books and guessing games to give your children practice in matching 
letters and sounds. A good example is the game, "I am thinking of something that 
starts with /t/." 

 Write letters on pieces of paper and put them in a paper bag. Let your children reach 
into the bag and take out letters. Have them say the sounds that match the letters. 

 Take a letter and hide it in your hand. Let your children guess in which hand is the 
letter. Then show the letter and have your children say the letter name and make the 
sound (for example, the letter m matches the /m/ sound as in man). 

 Make letter-sounds and ask your children to draw the matching letters in cornmeal or 
sand. 

 Take egg cartons and put a paper letter in each slot until you have all the letters of the 
alphabet in order. Say letter-sounds and ask your children to pick out the letters that 
match those sounds. 

Adapted from: Beginning Reading Instruction: Practical 
Ideas for Parents. (1996). Texas Education Agency. 

LETTERS & SOUNDS ACTIVITIES 



 

 
Hooray! Your child can sing the alphabet like a pro! Now what? Once your child 
has mastered letter recognition, what can you do to help her get on the path to 
literacy? Here are seven important tips from PBS.org to consider after your child 
has learned the letters of the alphabet, but before she’s reading fluently. 

1. Focus on the letters of her name. 
Names are the most important words for children, so it makes sense to begin literacy learning with the 
child’s name. Acknowledge the “child’s letter”—the first letter of his or her name—by pointing it out 
whenever and wherever you see it. Then do some letter scrambles using blocks, magnetic letters or letters 
on index cards. Mix up the letters of the child’s name and work together to put them back in the proper 
order. Repeat this often with your child’s name, and then introduce “Mom,” “Dad,” and the names of siblings, 
friends, family and pets. 

2. Recognize each letter and know their sounds. 
It’s one thing for the child to know the letters in order, but it’s a bit harder for her to recognize each letter 
individually. When you see “her letter” on a sign, cereal box, or book, remember to point it out. Say, “Hey! 
Look here! I found your letter, Maddy! Here’s an M for Maddy. Mmmm, mmmm, Maddy!” Talk about the 
sounds that letters make and return frequently to easily relatable objects or things that interest the child. 
For example, say: “There’s a letter B for ‘blankie.’ I know you love blankie and sleep with it every night. 
Blankie begins with the letter B, like ‘ball’ and ‘butter’ and ‘baby bear.’ What else can you think of that 
begins with the B sound?”. 

3. Introduce uppercase and lowercase letters. 
Your child will not likely be reading books that have all uppercase letters, so it’s imperative that you talk 
about uppercase and lowercase letters early on. Play games that involve matching uppercase and lowercase 
letters and spell her name using both cases. 

4. Practice early writing techniques. 
If children practice creating several simple letters, they will most likely be able to write the majority of the 
alphabet. Begin with X and O and then move on to a square and a triangle. Encouraging kids to “write” on 
sand, paint with water, or use their finger in shaving cream will make creating these shapes fun, and before 
you know it, they’ll be ready to move on to the letters of their names. 

5. Connect objects with words. 
Because reading involves creating meaning by combining words, pictures and prior knowledge, early readers 
lean on illustrations when reading—and that’s okay. Label everyday objects and point to the word as you 
say it. Play games where children connect simple words with pictures, like “cat” with a photo of a cat and 
“dog” with photo of a dog, etc. Model how to do it by pointing out the first letter of the word and saying the 
sound that the word makes, followed by the word, and then pointing to the picture. 

6.  Practice print referencing. 
Print referencing is a simple yet meaningful way to enforce early literacy skills. It involves pointing out print 
elements in texts: pointing to the title of the book as you read it, running your finger under the words as 
you read the text on a page, or talking about anything related to the text. This helps children learn the 
basics: every book has a title and an author (and sometimes an illustrator), and we read from left to right, 
followed by a sweep down to the next line. Later, consider touching on basic grammar conventions and 
punctuation marks, differences between fiction and nonfiction texts, and different genres (news, magazines, 
poetry, short stories, etc.). 

7. Read, read, read! 
Read with your child every day, many times a day. Read books, signs, posters—anything with words. Read 
in the morning, in the afternoon, and at night. Read at the park, in the living room, at the pool. Read print 
everywhere you can find it! Most importantly, make an effort to celebrate your child’s successes, because 
learning to read is something to smile about!

SEVEN TIPS FOR EARLY LITERACY LEARNING 



Photo Chart 
Activity: Children match the initial sounds in classmates’ first names to (written) letters using photographs of the children.  

Objective 

The children will match initial phonemes (sounds) to graphemes (written letters). 

Targeted Standards 

IV. Language and Literacy   
IV.F.3.c. Names most letters (e.g., when shown an uppercase or lowercase letter, can accu-
rately say its name) 

IV.F.3.d. Recognizes some letter sounds (e.g., when shown a group of letters, can accurately 
identify, verbally or nonverbally, the letter of the sound given) 

http://www.floel.org/standardsresource/standards.html#d=IV&a=four_year_olds  

Procedures 

Before you begin the lesson 

1. Create a chart that contains the target letter being taught and has enough space to in-
clude children’s pictures along with the target letter. 

Letter Name/Letter Sound (Whole Group) 

1. Choose one letter to focus on for your lesson. Obtain a picture of all the children whose 
name begins with the target letter.  

2. Introduce the letter name and sound for the target letter. 

3. Share the pictures of children whose name begins with the target letter.   

4. Practice saying the chosen children’s names with the whole group and listen for the 
sound of the target letter.   

 
 

Materials Needed 

Children’s photographs 

Poster board 

Markers 

 

Checking for Understanding 

Children will demonstrate their understanding of the 
lesson by: 

identifying and naming the child in the photograph 
and placing the photograph next to the 
appropriate letter.  

Scaffolding 
-Teacher can guide and prompt children who may 
have difficulty choosing a photograph, naming the 
child, and saying the initial sound in the child’s name. 
-Teacher can guide and prompt children who are 
having difficulty identifying the beginning sound/
letter.  

Extensions 
-Include up to four different target letters at one time. 

-Children can use the photographs to make a class 
alphabet book.  

 

 

VPK ACTIVITY PLANS 

http://www.floel.org/standardsresource/standards.html#d=IV&a=four_year_olds


Letter-Sound Pyramid 
Activity: Children match the initial sounds in words to the corresponding (written) letters while playing a pyramid game.  

Objective 

The children will match initial phonemes (sounds) to corresponding (written) letters. 

Targeted Standards 

IV. Language and Literacy   
IV.F.3.d. Recognizes some letter sounds (e.g., when shown a group of letters, can accurately 

identify, verbally or nonverbally, the letter of the sound given) 

http://www.floel.org/standardsresource/standards.html#d=IV&a=four_year_olds  

Procedures 

Before You Begin the Lesson 

1. Create the Letter-Sound Pyramid triangles by drawing a large triangle on a piece of post-
er board. Draw six equal circles within the triangle and place one uppercase target letter 
inside each circle. Make a copy of the triangle for each child on a piece of drawing pa-
per. 

2. Create Initial-Sound Picture cards by gluing initial sound pictures to index cards.  These 
should be familiar pictures that contain only one syllable (e.g., cat, hat, bat). 

Letter Name/Letter Sound Activity (Whole Group) 

1. Choose one letter and a letter sound to focus on for your lesson. Post it in the room 
where children can easily see it.  

2. Introduce the letter sound for the target letter.  

3. Discuss words that start with the target letter sound. Share pictures from the Initial-
Sound Picture cards that begin with the target letter sound.  

4. Place the pictures in a stack and choose one card. 

Materials Needed 

Poster board, drawing paper, markers, glue, 
scissors, index cards, pictures of familiar objects 
that are single syllable words (e.g., cat, hat, bat), 

game pieces (e.g., counters) 

Checking for Understanding 

Children will demonstrate their understanding of 
the lesson by: 

naming the picture and its initial sound and 
finding the corresponding letter to the initial 
sound on the triangle.    

Scaffolding 
 

-Use only one target letter on the triangle so all 
picture cards match 
-Use assistive technology so children can interact 
with the literacy materials 

 
Extensions 

-Teacher can include Initial-Sound Picture cards 
that do not have a corresponding letter match on 
the triangle.  

VPK ACTIVITY PLANS 

http://www.floel.org/standardsresource/standards.html#d=IV&a=four_year_olds


Letter-Sound Pyramid 
Activity: Children match the initial sounds in words to the corresponding (written) letters while playing a pyramid game.  

Targeted Standards 

IV. Language and Literacy   
IV.F.3.d. Recognizes some letter sounds (e.g., when shown a group of letters, can accurately identify, verbally or nonverbally, the letter of the 

sound given)  

http://www.floel.org/standardsresource/standards.html#d=IV&a=four_year_olds  

Procedures –Continued 

5. Ask the children to name the object pictured.  

6. Ask the children with what sound that object’s name begins. 

7. Ask children to find the letter located somewhere in the room that makes that sound and point to it.   

Matching Game Activity (Small Group)  

8. The Matching Game Activity should not be started until the Letter Name/Letter Sound Activity has been conducted for most, if not all, of the 
letters on the pyramid. 

9. Place Initial-Sound Picture cards face down in a stack. Provide each child with a triangle and game pieces. 

10. Taking turns, a child selects the top card from the stack, names the picture and says its initial sound (e.g., “cat, /c/”) 

11. Look for the letter on the triangle that corresponds to the initial sound (e.g., “c”). 

12. If the letter is found, place the game piece on that spot and place the initial sound picture card in the discard pile. 

Continue steps 9 through 12 until all matches are made. 

VPK ACTIVITY PLANS 

http://www.floel.org/standardsresource/standards.html#d=IV&a=four_year_olds


 

 

 
 

1630 South Congress Avenue, Suite 300 
Palm Springs, Florida 33461 

 

A Special Invitation For: 
 

 
 Packet Topic Parent Chat (Thursdays @ 6 PM) 
Week 1 (June 8 - June 12) Gross Motor Listening and Responding to Children 
Week 2 (June 15 – June 19) Language Positive Discipline 
Week 3 (June 22 - June 26) Cognitive Structure, Limits and Consistency 
Week 4 (June 29 - July 3) Social-Emotional Family Engagement – Helping Your Child Succeed in School! 
Week 5 (July 6 - July 10) Gross Motor Fostering Your Child’s Learning Style 
Week 6 (July 13 - July 17) Fine Motor Screen Time – The Do’s and Don’ts 
Week 7 (July 20 - July 24) Language First Day of School – The Do’s and Don’ts 
Week 8 (July 27 - July 31) Cognitive Parent-Teacher Conferences – What To Know 

THANK YOU FOR JOINING… 




